
Color denotes controls that select multiple controls (either FK or Dynamic setup). 

Shape denotes IK pole vector controls for the legs.

Shape denotes IK/FK Switches for the legs.

Controls Key

Switching From IK to FK



Drag the IK Blend attribute found in each leg’s IK/FK Switch control to turn it 
from IK (value of ‘1’) to FK (value of ‘0’). The IK Pole Vector and Leg controls will 
disappear and the leg’s 3 FK controls will appear. The translate values for the IK
controls remain while the legs are in FK and the rotation values for the FK
controls remain while the legs are in IK.  

It is also possible to blend between FK and IK by typing a value between 0 
and 1. During this blend, the dominant joint setup’s and 1. During this blend, the dominant joint setup’s controls will remain visible. 
Both the IK and FK leg controls are visible when there is an IK blend of exactly 
0.5.

By default, Strecthy IK legs is turned on. Its attribute is located in each IK leg 
control. To turn it off, change the stretchiness value to 0. To scale back
stretchiness, type in a value between 0 and 1. It is recommended that you 
use Stretchy IK without any IK/FK blend..

Stretchy IK Legs

Dynamic Controls



There are two features on this rig with dynamic joints: the abdomen and
the tie. By default, they are both turned on. To access their attributes, click 
on the cyan controls next to them. To see the tie behave dynamically,
animate the ribbon controls or the placement control. To see the abdomen
behave dynamically, animate the Abdomen Base control, the ribbon
controls or the placement control. 

(No(Note: animating the thorax control will move all the ribbon controls.)

When setting keyframes, the geometry will appear to break at times. This is 
due to the fact that the joints are being simulated with nHair. Simply go 
back to Frame 1 to see an accurate version of your animation.

 Use the Hair System attributes in the Dynamic control to adjust various
aspects of your simulation. The tail and the abdomen each have their own
separate Hair System, so they can be changed drastically. 

TThe controls on each feature can still be animated while Dynamic is 
turned on. Simply set as many key frames as you want and see your Dynamic 
follow them. Furthermore, an FK blend can be placed on top of Dynamic. 
The blend tells the rig how much influence to give to the FK joints. Keeping it 
at ‘0’ will just add any FK keyframes on top of Dynamic. Changing it to a value 
betweeon ‘0’ and ‘1’ assigns extra FK influence to scale back the Dynamic. This is
useful if you do not want a fully dynamic simulation or want more control over
the simulation. Changing it the simulation. Changing it to ‘1’ will overwrite your Dynamic simulation, 
effectively turning it off. 


